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Using the Wiener measure on the continuous loop group L(G) of a compact con- 
nected group G, whose properties were studied in “Integration on Loop Group I,” 
we construct for G simply laced a stochastic entral extension L(G) of L(G). Despite 
the fact that this object has a multiplication defined almost everywhere, we are able 
to define for it a convolution algebra. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
The Wiener measure p, on the loop group Q(G) over a compact Lie 
group G has good quasi-invariance properties (see [8]). It is therefore 
appealing to use it for harmonic analysis over L(G). Then immediately two 
obstacles appear: 
(i) When G is simple, ,u, is invariant under the action of very special 
transformations. 
(ii) The measure p, is carried by continuous loops. On the other hand, 
the harmonic analysis on loop group stands on a beautiful theory in the 
case of smooth loops [lo]. 
The object of this work is to remedy to these two obstacles. 
These results were announced in Comptes Rendus Acadkmie des Sciences, 
Paris (311 ( 1990), 765-768). 
In Section I, we show that when the variance parameter tends to infinity, 
the Wiener measure behaves more and more as an invariant measure. A 
Wiener convolution algebra can be then constructed on the loop group. 
In Section II, the central extension of continuous loop group is 
constructed. At the level of the Lie algebra this is not difficult: the classical 
cocycle extends from C’ loop to continuous loop via a stochastic integral. 
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The price to pay is that the stochastic integral is defined only almost 
everywhere. In order to pass from the loop algebra to the loop group we 
have to exponentiate this construction. This leads to a nontrivial problem 
for stochastic analysis in infinite dimensions, We treat this problem first 
locally by the two following steps: 
(i) We compute by convergent Taylor series the central extension in 
the smooth case. 
(ii) We substitute in this representation the classical cocycle by a 
stochastic integral and we show that the Taylor series obtained converges 
almost surely. 
In the case of a simple simply laced Lie group G this local construction 
can be globalized. We obtain finally a measured group where the group law 
is defined almost everywhere. In Section III, the asymptotic invariance of 
the Wiener measure can be then transported to the central extension and 
asymptotic orthogonality of disjoint unitary representations is finally 
obtained. 
In Section IV, we construct a group algebra of I@$ on which U?@) 
operates. 
I. APPROXIMATE HAAR MEASURE ON L(G) 
Denote by G a compact Lie group. We shall recall that the Wiener 
measure with parameter t defines a borelian measure pf on the group IL(G) 
of free loops over G. The cylindrical projection of p: associated to the 
evaluation 0 c 7 1 < . . . -C 7n -C 1 is the measure on G”+ ’ having for density 
relatively to dg,@ . . . @ dg, the following expression: 
Ptcl-T”)(g;‘gO) P,q(g,‘gJ Pf(T*H)(g?gz) . ..PNr.-r.-,)(g;~I gJ* 
It has been shown in [8] that p: is a symetric measure, which is quasi- 
invariant under the action of [L’(G) on the left or on the right. Furthermore 
pf and p:,, are disjoint measures if t # t’ (see Appendix). 
1. Approximate Invariance. The quasi-invariance means that, given 
z E IL’(G), there exists k, , E nP LP(p:) such that 
for all bounded Borelian functions cp. 
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1.1. THEOREM. Wefix z~ll’(G), then for all p>l, when t-+oO, we 
have 
ProoJ We shall first prove this theorem for O_,(G). As exp(lL,!,($)) 
generates algebraically La(G), (cf. [S]) it is sufficient o prove this relation 
for z = exp(Z) with Z E L:(9). 
Using the Cruzeiro’s inequality [3] it is sufficient o prove that, denoting 
by K:(Z) the modulus of infinitesimal quasi-invariance, we have for all M 
fixed, 
I exp(MKk(O) dpF(O + 1, (1.2) 
where M is an arbitrary constant. 
In order to prove (1.2) we shall use the parametrization of L,(G) by a 
submanifold of a fixed Wiener space: we denote by X the Wiener space that 
is the space of continuous IV-valued path x defined for r E [0, l] such that 
x(0) = 0 with the usual Wiener measure 0. 
The measure p> is defined on the paths starting at e by the stochastic 
differential equation written in Stratanovitch form as follows: 
&:(T) = g:(r)& dX(~), 
g,(O) = e. 
Then the Z infinitesimal action on the left satisfies the identity [S] 
cp(expW) g:) QW4 x cpk:) &x) Q(dx), 
where 
&(x)=l i1 (Ad(g:(r)) dx(t), i(z)). 
J- t 0 
(1.3) 
We deduce from the exponential martingale equality that 
Consider the map 
cp,(x) = $A 1 )T 
then KI, is the restriction, by the quasi-sure analysis [1] of Ki, to rp;‘(e). 
580/108.il-2 
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s [ch(MK>) - l] dp:’ = q:(e), 
where 
4;M= d((cp,)* CchWQ - II@) d((rp,)* 8) . 
Now by the Sobolev immersion theorem on G, there exists a constant c 
such that the Holder norm of order f satisfies 
where n = dim(G) and v is a Cm function. 
Consider an orthonormal basis e, . . . e, of left-invariant vector fields on 
G. Remark that 
cp:(x)(cp;(x))* = t(Identity on 9.) (See [8, (3.2.2)]). 
Denote 
Ei=f (q:(x))* ei 
h:(g) = 
d((cp,)* u@) 
& 
then, denoting by L, the Lie derivative along the vector field e, 
h:(g) dg < fx Idiv,dEI)I” d@, 
therefore 
IIU ’- l’nII w,,2 G SUP Ildiv,, E:II,. i 
div,,(Ef) = LE;(log U) + div,(E:). 
We have by Meyer’s inequalities 
IldiveWf)llLn~c IlEfll w G: Ilrp,ll w.~=41), 
for a constant c. 
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Taking now u=exp(MRi) we have 
therefore for fixed M there exists a constant c independent from t such that 
lltfll HI/Z < ” 
On the other hand qf” > 0 and 
s 
4Yk) p,(g) &=ch 
G ( 
!g II-+(,, - 1 
1 
tends to zero which implies that 
&Ye) -+ 0 Mtixed, t+ +cc 
and proves the theorem for L,(G). As the extension to L(G) depends on a 
twisted product with the Haar measure of G, which is invariant under a 
left-invariant vector field action, we get the theorem for L(G). 
2. Approximate Haar Measure. 
2.1. Let 9 be the family of functions r defined on R + such that 
(1) r(u) >O for every v 
(2) jr r(u) dv = 1 
(3) r is continuous. 
If r is in 9, we define r,(t) = (l/s) r( t/E), E > 0. 
2.2. Remark. If r and r’ are in W, so is r” = r * r’. 
Proof: This results from the definition 
r”(u) = J” r(u - t) r’(t) dt. 
0 
2.3. DEFINITION. If r is in 9, we define the measure h, on IL(G) as 
follows : 
h,(dZ) := jo+m r(t) p,(dl) dt. 
2.4. We have by transferring Theorem 1.1. 
PROPOSITION. For r E W fixed, the measure h, is symmetric, quasi- 
invariant under the left and the right action of IL’(G), and the modulus of 
quasi-invariance of h, tends to 1 in Lp when E -+ 0 for all p. 
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The advantage of the measures h, is that the class of null sets does not 
depend upon r in 9. This follows from 
2.5. PROPOSITION. For r, ~‘Ez%, h, is absolutely continuous relative 
to h,.. 
Proof It is sufficient to verify that for each Bore1 set A of II(G) such 
that h,.(A) = 0, one has h,.(A) = 0. This last assertion results from the fact 
that h,(A) =0 if and only if, a.e. in t for the Lebesgue measure, one has 
pl(A) = 0, In effect, let 1, the indicator function of A; then 
O=h,(A)=I 
UC) 
l,dO h,(dU = J 1’” 1,N r(t) d4 dt 
UC) 0 +CC = J [J l,(~ 1-44 r(t) dt0 L(G) 1 
is equivalent to jA p,(dl) = 0 for almost all t. 
3. Convolution of the Approximate Haar measure. 
3.1. THEOREM. For all r, r’, r”E9?, h,.h,. is absolutely continuous 
relatively to h,.,. 
3.2. COROLLARY (Wiener algebra). Denote by E the vector space of 
measures which are absolutely continuous to h, and offinite total mass then, 
for the convolution product, E is a Banach algebra. 
Theorem 3.1. will be a consequence of the following theorem. 
3.3. THEOREM. The two measures 
are absolutely continuous relative to each other. 
Moreover if we define 
q= d$+I. 
d(u:’ * uy,’ 
then for p fixed, t, t’ + + 00 we have 
J Il-qlpd(/+u+O 
J/ I b-1 pdu:;I,+O. 
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3.4. Remarks. (1) This statement means that {p>} is asymptotically 
a convolution semi-group. (2) It follows from the theorem that, in par- 
ticular, q(t, t’) is CL,+ f,almost everywhere strictly positive. 
Proof of 3.1. From 2.2 and 2.5 it suffices to show that v := h, * h,, is 
absolutely continuous relatively to h,,,.. Let A be a Bore1 set in L(G). Then 
+cc +m 
= 
s s 
Ct.,W,) ~,(dl,) ~~(41 r(t) r’(t) df dt’. 
0 0 
From 3.3., it follows that there exists q,. ,, E L’(p,+ ,,) such that 
j” l,(1) v(dl) = j-+m j-‘” r(t)r’(f’)dfdf’ 
0 0 
JA qr,r~(Ovf+,,(d4 . 
1 
Therefore v(A) = 0 is equivalent to jA q,,,.(Z) p,+,,(dl) = 0 a.e. in t and t’, 
that is, by 3.4 Part (2), v(A) = 0 is equivalent to CL,+ ,(A) = 0 for almost all 
t, t’. This proves 3.1 using 2.5. 
To prove 3.3 we shall use the following fact about the prolongation of 
the logarithm. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let G be a connected compact Lie group of matrices, then 
there exists a constant c such that for all g E G we can find a matrix A verifv- 
ing exp(A) = g, llA/l CC. 
Proof. As G is compact it is known [7] that the map Y + G defined by 
A H exp(A ) is surjective. For all g E G define 
p(g) = inf{ IIAII; g=ev(A)), 
then, by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula, p(g) is a continuous function 
on G. Therefore its maximum is finite. 
Proof: See [8, (2.4.5)]. 
Define 
Ly= {uEP,;u(l)=g}. 
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Now the msasure pp disintegrates along the map g: + g:( 1) according 
measures CL, e which are supported by P’f ([ 1 I), 
Define g-’ = exp( -rA), where A is given by Lemma 3.5. We denote by 6, 
the Dirac mass concentrated on the path T + g-‘. Therefore 6, is a 
measure on P,. 
3.7. MAIN LEMMA. Let g E G. 
/.?*6, I and pLke I 
are absolutely continuous relatively each other as measures on P,, their two 
Radon-Nikodym derivatives being in all the Lp and tending to 1 in all Lp, 
when t + w uniformly in g. 
Proof: We shall describe the two measures pp: and p: using the 
h-theory of Doob. We shall denote by p: with the Wiener measure defined 
by the path T E [0, t] of the usual Brownian motion on G; 
dg, = g, 0 dx, O<t<t. 
Now the measures ,ub, py * 6, are given by the solutions of the stochastic 
differential equations. ’ - 
&x(T) = g,t~)odxtr) +Wgp,-Agxb))) 6 O<r<t 
d&.(z) = &(z) 0 dx(z) - 4 &(z) d? 
+Vlog PI--s (ev(y A) I?,& 
where exp( A) = g. 
Denote by 
Z,(g)= -5 g+v (logp,-,(exp(~A)g)-logp,,tg) 
By Girsanov the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
ht(gx) = 0:’ * 6,) _ 
0:‘) 
- exp Z,tgxt~)) W)-; J; IIZ,tg,Wl12 W). 
(3.7.1) 
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The Main Lemma will be proved if we show that for all c>O the integral 
IlZz(gx(~))l12 do)) (i) 
is finite and tends to 1 when t + + co. 
For r < t-M we have by the eigenfunctions expansion 
l%P,-,b)=e- “-“wT(r)+41H, 
where I, is the first eigenvalue of A on G and $r is a C 5 function. There- 
fore the contribution in the integral (i) of I;- M will be arbitrary small when 
M is large enough. Near t we denote 5 = t-r. Then we have the known 
expansion [ 111 
1 
h(g) = t1”/2 exp 
d(g)* 
( > 
-- q(g) 
25 
5 E Ilo, Ml, 
where n = dim Y, a&g) is a Cm-function on [0, M] x G, and d is the 
Riemannian distance to e. Therefore, A4 being fixed 
V log ptr exp [ ( ( (-y)g)-logPi(g)] 
d2(exp(-(rA)lt)g)-d2(g) 
25 
=o f 
0 
for 5 E [O, M] 
and this proves (i) and finishes the proof. 
3.8. Proof of Theorem 3.3. Denote by s,..(dg @ dg’) the conditional 
law of p,(g) p,,(g’) under the conditioning gg’ = g”, which means that 
s,..(dg@dg’) is defined by the equation 
p,(g) P,(d)= jG +(&O&7 p,+tdg”)&“; 
then by 3.6 by disintegration 
(ii) 
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then by 3.7, and using the symmetry of p>+,,, 
where h, is h,(g,) defined in (3.7.1). 
As S, is supported on the set gg’ = e, we have 6,.6,. = identity. Therefore 
P L = ,+ I’ s G2 (h,(l) ,Q(dl)) * (h;,(r) P:(w) $4dgO&‘). (iii) 
Denote 
then 
because 
Consider now the map 0: [I, x II, --* IL, defined by the group product 
(IIT 12) -+ I, 12, then 
P F+,* = (@)* (qP:@P:) = v%7))(~)* ($oP:) = md PL:e * $3 
where q is defined in 3.3. As E([E@‘(q)]P) 6 E(lqlp) we have that E@(q) 
belongs to all the L* and therefore that pF+,, is absolutely continuous 
relatively to p: * p>. 
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Conversely we have for all fixed g, g’ by the expression (3.7.1) 
The function l/r”’ tJ > 0 being concave, Jensen’s inequality gives 
where q(1, I’) is defined in 3.8; again by Jensen 
therefore 
which proves the theorem. 
II. CENTRAL EXTENSIONS AS MEASURED GROUPS AND 
ORTHOGONALITY OF THEIR DISJOINT REPRESENTATIONS 
1. Central Extension at the Level of [I(Y). In the case of L’(9) the 
ned following bilinear form B is detil 
B(l,, 4) = 5,’ (k) 
It is immediate that 
I Mz))y 6 1,) 1, E L’(9). (1.1) 
23 
WI,, 12) = -B(L 1,). (i) 
A short computation shows that the cocycle condition is satisfied 
WC/,, ~~1,4)+B(C4,41,~,)+4C~,,~~1,4)=0. (ii) 
Now we have 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Consider [L(Y) with the Wiener measure pt(s’, then 
for almost all I,, I2 E [L(g), the formula 1.1 is well defined and a cocycle 
satisfying (i) and (ii) is obtained. 
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Proof We shall write 
this integral being a stochastic integral (the Wiener theory of stochastic 
integrals is sufficient because 12(r) is fixed). We prove (i) and (ii) making 
an approximation of I,, I, by piecewise linear loops, then using the same 
identity, true for elements in L’(9), and pass to the limit. 
1.3. Central Extension of [I(Y). We define [I(B) the central extension 
of L(Y) as L(9)@ R with the following bracket: 
2. Central Extension of a Finite Dimensional Lie Group in the Exponen- 
tial Chart. This case is well known. The purpose of this paragraph is to 
write this construction in a formula which could be validated in the 
infinite-dimensional case. 
2.1. Expression of the Maurer-Cartan Form in the Exponential 
Chart. We shall denote by G a Lie group of matrices, ‘9 its Lie algebra, 
and 7c its Maurer-Cartan form. 
2.1.1. LEMMA. 
a, := ((exp)* r~)~=ji e-‘“d(‘)dz, ZEN. 
Proof: The method of demonstration will consist to construct a 
primitive of dn using the Poincare conical operator in ‘9. This conical 
operator is defined in B by the vector field z + Z, = -z and the associated 
flow U,: z + e-‘.z. 
Then we will consider the corresponding local flow 8, transferred to G 
by uTi. = exp 0 Uj, 0 log and associated to the vector field 2 = (exp), Z, then 
(~~~L,w = e-ir~,xp(-ir)~ 
When A + +cc the right hand side tends to zero. Therefore 
s 
+a d n= - z (@n)dA= -I’” (o:L&dA. (2.1.2) 
0 0 
Now by Cartan’s formula 
Lz7t = i(z) dz + d(i(Z)n). 
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Now 
w%4,,,,,, = 
d 
exp ( -z) z exp(z - EZ) = -z. 
C=O 
On the other hand, by the structure equation dn = -$-[TC, ~1, we have 
(i@) dn, A) = -[n(p), +I)] = [z, n(A)] =ad(z) x(A), 
therefore 
We shall transfer (2.1.2) on the exponential chart by taking (exp), of the 
two members. Then the tangent space at a point of Y is identified to %, 
then 
(i) ((ev)* x), = 4 where aZeEnd(Y, 9) and 2.1.1 can be 
written 
(ii) a,=I- +m s ad(ze-‘) arem, epi di, 0 
1 
a,=I- 
I 
ad( tz) a,, dt. 
0 
We look for a solution of (2.1.3) in the form 
a, = +f C,(ad(z))“, 
PI=0 
then Co = Z and (2.1.3) gives the recurrence relation 
c 1 fl+1= -- c, n+2 
or 
Cl = -;, c2=$ ___ 
c = (-1)” 
n (n+l)!’ 
(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 
which proves Lemma 2.1.1 modulo the uniqueness of the solution of the 
functional equation (2.1.3). By standard elementary manipulation (2.1.3) 
can be written as an ordinary differential equation; this proves the claimed 
uniqueness. 
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2.15 Expression of the Product Law in the Exponential Chart. All 
the following computations are valid only for z,, z2 sufficiently small in 9. 
We define 
P(z,, ZJ = log(eW,) exp(z,)), z1 and z2 E Y. 
We shall introduce a parameter J E [O, 1) and we consider 
d~)=p(z,,lz,), EC+? 
then 
a,&) = z2, 
where a is defined in 2.1.1 
4(4 = aq$,(z2) 
4(O) = Zl 
0) 
system which determines q(A) and p(z,, z2) = q( 1). 
2.2. Computation of the Group Product in a Central Extension. We 
denote by G a Lie group and by ‘3 its Lie algebra. We give on Y an 
R-valued bilinear antisymetric form B. Then this data induces a differential 
2-form pB by the formula 
(PB, z, A z2> = @MI), w2). 
We shall assume that pe is a closed differential form. This condition is 
equivalent to the following cocycle condition: 
e,, CZ2,zJ)+B(Z2, [z3,z,l)+B(zg, [z,,z,])=O. 
We define a new algebra 8, = ‘3 @ R with the bracket 
C(Z,? t,), (z2, &)I = (Cz,, Z,l? e,, 4). (2.2.i) 
The central extension G, of G is defined locally as the group generated 
by 4. 
Denote by af,, (resp. a,) the Maurer-Cartan form of G, (resp. G) read 
in the exponential chart expG, (resp. exp,). Then 
2.2.1. LEMMA. Denote by c the unity of R considered as an element 
of 4, consider the entire function 
f(A)= ‘c” (-l)m+l&= - 
e-‘+A--1 
??I=0 A2 . 
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Denote by a’ (resp. a) the Maurer-Cartan form of G, (resp. G) readed in the 
exponential chart, then 
ai+,,.(i + zc) = a,(i) + B(z, f(ad(z))i)c + zc, 
where f operates on ad(z) by symbolic calculus. 
Proof We have by (2.2.i) 
ad(z + tc)[S + zc] = ad( + B(z, i)c 
(ad(z + tc))2 [5 + tc] = (ad(z))2 i + B(z, ad(z)[)c 
(ad(z + tc))” [[ + tc] = [ad(z)]” [ + B(z, (ad(z))“- ’ [)c. 
We now apply Lemma 2.1.1 in the form of its Taylor expansion computed 
in (2.1.4), 
a:+,,.= +m .lx, (-1)” 
(ad(z + tc))” 
(n+ l)! ’ 
We find then for the c-component 
B z, +f (-,),.I (ad(z))” ~ + Identity, 
FTl=O (m+2)! > 
which proves 2.2.1. 
2.2.2. LEMMA. Denote by p1 (resp. p) the product in G, (resp. G) 
computed in the exponential chart, then for z,, z2, sufficiently small 
p1(Z,+tlC,Zz+tzc)=p(z,,Z2)+ B(d~.), fi(ad(q(l)) z2) dl 
where 
Proof: We shall use the formalism 2.15 Denote q’ (resp. q) the 
corresponding function on 9, (resp. 3). We split q’ on 5$ = 3 @ [WC 
471) = s(A) + thJ.)c, 
then by 2.1.5 
ai,;.j + $(j.jc(S(A) +$(A)C) = Z2 + t2C. 
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Using 2.2.1 and separating the components, we get 
which implies 
and 
~s(~,W)) = ZZ? 
s(i) = 4(l) = log(exp(zl) exp(lz,)) 
Ij/(4 + B(q(A), f(4q(A)) s(n)) = t2, 
which proves the lemma, because i(A) = aSji,(z2) and by definition off,. 
3. Germ ofre( G). 
3.1. Localization. We choose rl > 0 such that on the ball of Y of 
center zero and radius 2r, the exponential map is a diffeomorphism. Then 
we consider on G the Riemannian metric and a number r > 0 such that 
exp(&(O, rl 1) = Me, r). 
Now we define on L,(G) a distance 
dLe(l,, 12)=sup&(e, I;‘(T) l,(7)). 
We denote by 
where for all T E [0, 1 ] l,(z) is thsnit element e of the group. 
The wanted central extension L,(G) would have a projection 17: L,(G) -+ 
L,(G). The objective of this paragraph is to construct n-‘(Q). We denote 
The idea of our construction will be to identify n-‘(Q) to a part of 
exp(%‘,.,) and on the results of paragraph 2. 
3.2. Formal Construction. We define on Q x U the following product 
(l,,eia’)~(12,ei~2)=(l,12,ei’“‘+r2+Z)), 
where 
’ z = -s Wq(J, .t.), fi(ad(q(A T.)) log 4) 4 0 
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where 
q(A 7) = log(l,(t) ~2Wi.), 
and where, if g E B,(e, r), g’ + exp(A log g), 0 <IQ 1. 
We remark that the logarithm is a local diffeomorphism. Therefore 
r w log 12(r) is a semi martingale. The bilinear form B (cf. 1.2) is expressed 
as a stochastic integral of this semi-martingale. In order to use freely the 
non anticipative Ito’s stochastic integral we shall first consider the exten- 
sion of the definition of B relative to the measure p: Q ~2. This means that 
I, (resp. 12) has for law the measure p: (resp. .D!~). 
We want to estimate 
We introduce the stopping time 
T, = inf{d(e, I,(r)) = r} 
T 
T2 = inf{d(e, l*(r)) = r}, 
T 
then 
where d, is the stochastic differential. 
We remark that on the considered domain 
(i) As the poles of fi are 2kin, k # 0, if one chooses r sufficiently 
small Spectrum(ad(q(1, r)) E {[ Ii\ d z}. 
(ii) fl(adq(A 7)) log M ) r is adapted and uniformly bounded. 
(iii) The Ito’s invariant of the exponential map Y + G and its 
logarithm are uniformly bounded. Therefore there exists a constant tl such 
that 
which means 
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We have to evaluate the same integral for the measure dpp@dp: which 
results from the previous measure by a finite-dimensional conditioning for 
the regular map (II, I,) -+ (/r(l), 1,(l)). 
Therefore the machinery of quasi-sure analysis [ 1 ] can be applied, if we 
show that z is sufficiently differentiable in the sense of the Stochastic 
Calculus of Variation. As the expression of z is in terms of real analytic 
maps, its differentiation makes no problem. The estimates of the 
L2(~~@~$)-norm will be made as in the case of [S]. Therefore z is 
defined p:@ ,u:; almost surely. 
3.3. Germ of a Measured Group. Let r E 9% On s”i x B we take the 
measure 
l,(l) h,(dl) 0 d6’ = h”,, 
where b = lJ geG r,Q; then we have 
THEOREM. Almost everywhere &@I& a product is defined 
(~2xU)x(Slix%)-+Q,(G)xT; 
this product is associative. 
Proof The product has been defined in 11.3.2. a.e. in dp:;@dpf; 
and then a fortiori a.e. h”,Q h”,. As h,.h, is absolutely continuous relative to 
h, the statement of associativity has a formal meaning. It is true by 
approximation of continuous loops by piecewise geodesic loops for which 
the associativity is true. 
4. Construction of ii,(G). 
4.1.1. Notation. We have on II’(G) the uniform distance 
For this distance L’(G) is not complete. Nevertheless, in this paragraph all 
the topological considerations on IL’(G) will always refer to the topology 
associated with this distance. 
We shall make from now the permanent assumption that G is simple, 
simply laced, i.e., of type A, D, or E. Then the cocycle defines on IL’(G) a 
closed 2-form with integral periods; the central extension r:(G) of La(G) is 
therefore well defined [lo]. This central extension has the following 
property: there exists an epimorphism 17, from c:(G) to Lf(G) and its 
kernel is T, the l-dimension torus. 
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4.1.2. Metric on e:(G). We shall now define a metric on L:(G). We 
choose a sequence ~“EE~(G) such that {Z7,(‘i,)} is dense in [Ii(G). 
We define a map 
cpn: 2, exp %$, H [LA(%) @ R, 
where %$, is defined in 11.3.1, by 
q?,(l) = log@,-“7). 
We define 
S,(z 7) = distance ((p,(T), (p,(p)) 
Z-Z 1 if the previous expression is not defined, 
that is if 1$7, exp %,, on 7 4 Tn exp %$,. (The distance on [LA(%) @ IF! is the 
natural product distance.) We define 
- -, J(jJy=C (l/n*) 6J1y z ) 
1 + S,(Z 71)’ 
(4.1.2.1) 
then the function (4.1.2.1) is a metric on e:(G), invariant by the multi- 
plicative action of T; the map II, is norm decreasing. 
4.1.3. Construction of L,(G). The metric space (L:(G), 2) is not 
complete. We shall denote by U.,(G) its completion. Then n, has an 
extension, 
l7: T,(G) -, L,(G). 
Contrary to ZZ,, I7 is no more subjective. Therefore the lifting to r,(G) of 
,uy has to be discussed in detail in the next section. We remark that, as the 
multiplication by Z,,E U is an isometry for 2, then this multiplication 
extends to e,(G), which is therefore a U-principal bundle over n@,(G)). 
4.1.4. THEOREM. L@,(G)) contains a Borelian set r of [L,(G) such 
that its complement is of h,-measure zero. 
Proof: Given ZE IL,(G), we define its n-polygonal approximation 
a,,(Z) by the following construction. We denote by S, the 2”th root of unity, 
then a,(l)(z) = I(r), r E S,. Denote now r-, r + the adjacent points of S, to 
r. Then we consider the system of equations 
aJO = /(7- 1 exp 
( 
T-t- 
7 5 + log I-‘(?-) I(rf) 
> 
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when the 2” logarithm appearing in the formulas are defined; when this is 
not the case, we shall say that a,(l) is not defined. 
We denote 
0, = (1~ IL,(G); a,(l) is defined}. 
Then 0, is an open set of L,(G), 0, c 0, + 1 and 
~0, = L,(G). 
Furthermore a,(l) E f~f( G). 
Now l7;‘(a,(l)) is a compact set of T:(G). We can therefore speak of the 
distance 
sup ~(~;‘(%l(~))~ ;‘(%+,U)))=Az(~)~ 1 E IL,(G). 
P 
Now p,( .) is a function of the second class of Baire on O,, for n 2 n,. 
Remark that the sequence p,( .) is decreasing. Define 
Then, + is a Borelian function. Therefore r= $ -l(O), the inverse image of 
0, is a Bore1 set. 
4.1.5. LEMMA. 
p:,(YC) = 0. 
Proof: We have to construct a natural correspondence between 
Z7;‘((a,(1)) and I7;‘(a,+,(1)). We shall denote ~~=u;‘(l)u,+,(f), 
tin@) = 40 ev@ loi3 G). 
Then we will integrate above $,(A) the connection defined by the Maurer- 
Cartan form of L,(G). The obtained correspondance will be compatible 
with the action of T. We will have therefore 
~j(K’(~“U))~ K’bn+l (4) G j’ B(q,U), f(4q,@)) log r,)) dll, 
0 
where qn(A) = l,:‘u,,(l) exp(l log r,) and where lj is fixed such that 
1,: ‘444, $7 ‘4 + 1(4 E &ec,Je, f-1. 
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Now we have by ItB’s theory of non anticipative stochastic integral 
CO, 11 x P,(G) 
= 0(2-“‘4), 
where 6, is defined in 4.1.2. We have analogous estimates for the L’(p>)- 
norm of the derivatives of 6 and the quasi-sure analysis leads to the 
estimate 
I (6j12 dp:‘= O(2-n’8) 
or 
almost surely, which proves the lemma. 
4.1.6. Measure on t,(G). We have remarked that f = I,--‘( (0)) is 
a Bore1 set of IL,(G). Furthermore the map 17: r,(G) + IL,(G) is continuous. 
Therefore it is possible to find a Borelian section cr: r-+ L,(G). 
Now given $ a continuous function on c,(G) (for the natural distance 2 
defined in (4.1.2.1)) we shall define the lift fi of a measure p on [L,(G), 
carried by r, by 
j $dD=//W) j-T i&Uk”)!$ (4.1.6.1) 
This lift is independent of the choice of the Borelian section CJ. 
Using theorem (4.1.6.1) we can lift to ii,cG) the measures previously 
defined 0,” L,(G); we get in this way pL, iie(G), h,. We remark that the lifted 
measure h, coincides locally with the measure defined in 3.3. 
4.2. Algebraic Operations on T,(G). It is expected that r,(G) is a 
group. We have nevertheless take into account that the operations are 
defined only almost everywhere. 
4.2.1. THEOREM. (i) There exists a measurable application 
ii,(G) x c,(G) + L,(G) 
defined h”, @I h”, almost everywhere. We shall denote this map by 
(5,;)+2.2’. 
Then we have 
(ii) Z.(i’.~“)=(Z.i’).~” a.e. ~,(d~)Ol;,(dz”)O?;,(dZ~~). 
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(iii) There exists a measurable application L,(G) --) e,(G) defined 
h”,-almost everywhere preserving the measure &,, involutive, such that, M I 
denoting I + I-’ this application, we have 
q1-1 .q= (q~-‘=z” a.e. h”,(dz”) @ h”,(dT). 
Proof: Given z i’ in r,(G), we choose lj, I,,, such that 
d(lj, 1) < r, d(lj,, I’) < r 
Then we can write 
‘I=@, l’=i;., y’ with y, Y’E%~. 
Define 
(i) ,I” = i;; ‘$,. Then, formally 
p = t.jq, y”’ = ~J,y”“jY, 
Now we define 
F = (q,)(y”“y’). 
We remark, as z:(G) is a group, ($<.,) is well defined and is an element of 
Ed(G). Furthermore y”, 8~ $ and by Section I, Subsection 2 the product 
y”“y” is defined 
l,i,(dyf’)@ l,i,(dy) a.e. 
We need to have an operation defined 
(iv) l,h”,(djj’)@ l,x,(dy) a.e. 
We remark that Ad(l,:‘(r)) is an orthogonal transformation of 9, therefore 
Ad(l,:‘) preserves BLl(e, r). Furthermore by the Lf-quasi invariance of ,uF, 
Ad(l,: ‘) p_reserves the class of the measure p: which proves (iv). 
Define h,.& by 
(v) Then K,.z, is absolutely continuous relatively to h”,. 
In fact denoting by RB the natural action of U on e,(G) we have 
R,(?,&) = (R&) .& =i, . RBi2. 
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Therefore 
(R(J)* (i;,J,) = ((&)* L,) * i;, = i,*il,, 
which means that 
As 
(z7)* (i;,*ii,) = i;,*i 
we have proved (v). 
In order to prove (ii) we use again the “piecewise” linear approximation. 
We have 
where a, is defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1.4. We shall extend the 
application a, to an application ii,: r,(G) + [j(G) in the following way: 
Given 7~ L,(G), we consider n(Z), a,( n(l)), 
z, = (u,(z7(1)))-’ U(i). 
Then the curve 
A-+ u,(Z7(7) exp( (1 - A) log z,) 
can be lifted through the natural left-invariant connection of e,(G). This 
lifting, read in a chart cp, involves a stochastic integral. This lifting starting 
from Idefines Tn above ~“(~(7)). 
We denote 
c?,(i) = I”. 
We have the commutation 
n~ii,=u,~17 
I B 
6,(l) + 1 a.e. i;,( d7) 
(vi) 
G,(i) ii,(iy -+ 7F a.e. X,(&) @ Z,(J). 
As d,(l) E e:(G) which is a group, we have the associativity 
ii,(i)(ii,(P) . ii,(P)) = (ii,(i) ii, . a,(P). 
Now by (vi) this identity will converges to (ii). 
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Finally we define 
7-l = lim [ii,(T)] -I. 
n-m 
This limit exists according the usual approximation of Stratanovich 
integral and will get (iii). 
4.3. Extension to [L(G). We have 
[I(G) = II,(G) x G. 
This product gives obvious extension of the measure defined on [I,(G), (see 
[8]) with the conservation of the quasi invariance property. 
The factor G is identified with the constant loop. On these loops the 
cocycle B is zero. Therefore we have 
T’(G) = c;(G) x G. 
We define 
E(G) = L,(G) x G. 
By product with dg we get the extension of the measure x, to E(G). 
III. ASYMPTOTIC ORTH~GONALITY OF DISJOINT REPRESENTATION 
The purpose of this section is first to organize in an axiomatic approach 
the properties of IL(G), then to develop in this axiomatic setting a Peter- 
Weyl orthogonality theorem. 
5.1. Measured Group. A measured group will be the data of a 
separable, complete metric space Z and of a probability Borelian measure 
h on Z, charging every open set. We will assume given a Borelian map 
zxz+z 
(z 1~ZZ)~ZIZZ defined h(dz,) @I h(dz,) a.e. (5.1.1) 
We will denote h * h the measure defined by 
j-j- cp(z,z,) h(dz,) h(dz,) = f cp(z,Nh * h)(dz,). 
We will make the following other assumption: 
h * h is absolutely continuous relatively to h. (5.1.2) 
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According to 1.2 the following identity has a meaning: 
Zl(Z2Zd = (ZiZZ) z3> h(dz,)Oh(dz,)@h(dz,) a.e. (51.3) 
We will suppose that (5.1.3) holds true. 
Furthermore we will suppose the existence of a Borelian map z + z ’ 
defined h(dz) a.e. such that 
z(z-‘zl)=(zlz)z-‘=(z,z-l)z=z, h(dz)@h(dz,) a.e. 
(5.1.4) 
5.1.5. We will assume finally h symmetric: 
h(A-‘)=h(A). 
Obviously the properties (5.1.1), (5.1.3), (5.1.4), and 5.1.5 depend only 
upon the class of the measure. 
5.2. Moyennable Measured Group. We suppose that Z is a measured 
group with a scale h,, E > 0, (see 1.2.1) of Borelian measures, all equivalent, 
all satisfying (5.1.2), and that the structure of the measured group is 
defined taking for reference measure any of these measures. 
5.2.1. Restriction of Product Structure. Given zi, z2 E Z we shall 
say that the product defined on Z has an approximate limit at (z,, z2) (cf. 
[4, 121) if we can find A,cZ i= 1,2 such that 
h(Ai n B(z;, r)) = 1 
!‘Lmo h(B(zi, r)) 
i= 1, 2, 
where B(z,, r) denotes the open ball with center zi and radius r and such 
that denoting by D the set of definitions of the product on Z x Z, we have 
(i) when (z,z')~(A,xA,)nD, z+zl, z’+z2 then limzz’ 
exists. We will assume that there exists a dense subset Z, of Z such that 
(ii) for any z,, z2 E Z, the product has an approximate limit at 
@I? 4. 
(iii) Defining 
z, z2 = lim zz’, 
Z, with this product is a group. We make the other assumption 
(iv) For h(dz’) a.e. the product z . z’ is approximatively con- 
tinuous in z1 E Z, . We shall detine now z, . z’ = lim zz’, z --f zl, z’ fixed. 
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5.2.2. Quasi-invariance. We shall suppose that there exists ki, .,(z) 
such that 
j cp(z, 2’) hrjdz’) = 5 40 k:, z,(z’) h,(dz’) 0) 
for a dense set of regular functions cp. (The up index I means left) (with the 
obvious similar definition for the right action). 
5.2.3. Moyennability Condition. For all fixed z, and all p, 
Fyo 1 [k;, .(z’) - 11” h,<(dz’) = 0, 
with the same assumption for the right action. 
We shall call a moyennable measured group a structure which will satisfy 
all these previous axioms. 
THEOREM. The central extension of a loop group is a moyennable 
measure group. 
6. Asymptotic Orthogonality. 
6.1. Unitary Representation of a Measured Group. Given a measured- 
group 2 and a separable Hilbert space H, we shall call a unitary representa- 
tion of Z a map z + U2 defined h(dz) a.e. U, unitary and such that 
u, 0 u;, = u;;. h(dz) @ h(dz’) a.e. 
Here h is a representative of the class of measures h,c. 
Two unitary representation are essentially equivalent if there exists 
BEY(H~, H,), Im(B)= H,, ker(B) =O, such that 
BoU;= l&B (see [lo, p. 1671). 
Given two Hilbert spaces H,, H,, we denote by HI @ H2 the Hilbert space 
of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators between H, and H,. 
6.2. THEOREM OF ORTHOGONALITY. Let Z be a moyennable measured- 
group. Let Vi, Us be two irreducible unitary representations. Assume the 
Hypothesis ti stated below, then 
lim 
e-0 I 
lJi Q Uf-lh,E(dz) = 0 
unless Ui, Ut are two essentially equivalent representations. 
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Proof. By the separability of H, @I H2 we can always extract a sequence 
.sj such that, in the weak convergence for operators, 
Denote by B this limit. Then take z, E 2,) then 
= lim j- v;I j u:Q Ut-&,,:,h,,(dz) 
= I uf-@ U;-lh,$dz)+ R, 
where 
IlRll G j 11 -k:,,;, (z)l hre,(dz) --) 0 when j + +a~. 
Therefore 
U;,OB+=B for all z~EZ, 
Now we state the Hypothesis (H) 
(H) Assume that (i) implies 
U;oBoU;-l=B, h,(dz) a.e. 
(i) 
Suppose now B # 0; choose a basis of H, , H,. Then B is expressed in 
terms of the 4-tensor 
bil, i2’ i3, i4 
As B # 0 we can find iZO, ijO such that 
c il. r2 = bil. i2 . i3 . i4 
is a matrix not identically zero. Denote by c&‘(z), jFk(z) the matrices 
associated to Ut, UE. Then we will get 
z;, c1” ‘CL 4 = 2, c i. “fl”. Y 
Consider C E 2?( Hz, H, ) given by the matrix CL y, then we have 
u; 0 c= co VI. 
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This implies that 
and by duality 
Uf(ker(C)) c ker C 
- - 
Ui(Im(C)) c Im(C). 
As U f- , U t are irreducible, C # 0 
ker( C) = 0 and Im( C) = H, . I 
IV. THE GROUP ALGEBRA OF L(G) 
We suppose in this section that G is simple and simply laced. Then LF) 
has been defined in Section II as a measurable space 
IL(G) = IL(G) x T. 
We define the measure x, = h,@ dtI (h, defined in 1.2.3). 
1. DEFINITION. The group algebra 2 of IL(G) is defined as the vector 
space of measures absolutely continuous relative to h,, and of finite total 
mass. 
Granted 1.3.1, A do not depend on the choice of r E R. 
We define on A the norm as the total mass. 
2. PROPOSITION. The convolution product induces on A a structure of 
Banach algebra. 
ProoJ: Given v, p EA, v = q& p = ~8, with p, q E L’(&). We define 
v * p by the formula 
(‘h v * P> = j ti(i,ii, dl,) P(&) h”,(dl,) &(dl,), 
where $ is a test function, $ E L”(x,). 
Denote 0 the measurable map 
O:C@)xi@)k+i@j 
(I,, i,) --J,i,. 
As [L(G) is a measured group 0 is defined a.e. we have 
v*p=e,(qh,~ph,)(e,(h,Oh,)=h,.h, 
and 1.3.1 finishes the proof. 
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3. We shall choose a weight r E 9 such that denoting 
r,(t)+ r i 
0 
E>O 
we shall have 
lo+m [Z] r,,(t)dt< +cc for all PE [l, co[. (3.1) 
3.2. The following function satisfies 2.1: 
r(t) = t if O<t<l 
3.3. We shall denote h, = h,. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. One has 
$ LP(h,.) for all pe [l, +co[. 
E’ 
Proof. By 1.2.5, h, = qE, .,h,,. 
Denote g: O_(G) + R+ defined by 
C d*(@), b+)) 
SE.% 1 
(see Appendix for the notations). 
Now by Appendix, Theorem 1, the limit defining 6 exists h, a.e. Further- 
more 
therefore, 
j Cqe, ,401” M4 = j-o+y [$$I’ r,,(t) & 
which proves 3.4. 
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4. Definition of the Stable Group Algebra. 
p = u& with u E LP(&,), p E [, 00 [}. 
A”,” = (p measure on I@), 
4.1. PROPOSITION. 2: do not depend of the choice of E. It will be 
denoted by am. Then 2” is an algebra for the convolution product. 
Proof 
p = uh”, = uq, ,&. 
ll&,(,,,=(j ~2p~.:.dh.)“2pd Ilull L%y$) IIclE~, Eli LZ(i;,). 
We have now to show that A,” is a Banach algebra. Consider 
@?) x @) as a probability space with the mean h, @ h,. Then the map 8 
defined a condition expectation B, we have 
pi,* q& = b(pq) i;,* x, 
5. A Prehilbertian Space. Define 
lMl:,2 = j b12 dk for peJa, if p=vL,. 
Define 
A -O”v2= {PEA”“; Ilpljo,2=li~o I(p((,,2 exists when .s+O}. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. On A”co32, JIpl(o,2 defines a prehilbertian structure 
and L’(G) acting by right or left translation has a unitary action on 2 O”, ?. 
5.2. Remark. The question of characterizing explicitly some sub- 
spaces of functions of AI”O, 2remains fully open. 
APPENDIX 
Disjointness of p: and p>. We have on the loop group L,(G) the family 
of Wiener measures /I~. We could give the following heuristic picture of this 
situation: on a finite-dimensional euclidean space R”’ we consider the 
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normalized area measure da, on the sphere of radius r; these measures are 
mutually disjoint. 
We want to prove the disjointness of the measure ZL, and p,, (t # t’). This 
result will be a consequence of Theorem 1, which generalizes a classical 
result of Wiener for the Brownian motion [14]. 
We denote by S,= {k2-“, k~[O,2”[) and s+ =s+2-“. 
The invariant euclidean structure on $9 defines a Riemannian distance d 
on G. 
THEOREM 1. One has 
lim 
n 
Proof: To simplify the notation we shall write the proof, for t = 1. We 
denote I= dim(g). Denote 
S,=S,n[O,~[,S::=S,n[:,l[ 
Z:, = 1 d2(l(s), l(s+)) 
SES; 
Z; = 1 d’(Z(s), I(s+ )). 
s E s; 
Denote by pi, the heat kernel on G defined by the equation 
then the fact that pi,(g-‘) = p;,(g) implies that I’ and I” have the same law. 
It is therefore sufficient to prove lim,_ +ac Z; = il ,a,(dZ)-almost urely. 
On [0, f] we shall describe the loop by the stochastic differential 
equation driving the path modified by the factor coming from the Doob 
h-theory; we get 
4&T) = l,(T) 
( 
i ek dxk - adT 
k=l > 
+v log pfl -,,(f,X(r)) dT. 
On [0, i] the Doob’s drift V log pI -~ is bounded in norm by an 
absolute constant. This means that on [0, $1 the measure p: and prp are 
equivalent. Therefore the almost-sure convergences for ~2 or for pre are 
equivalent statements. Finally we denote 
J, = 1 d2W1(s) P@’ ), e), 
ses: 
then Theorem 1 will result from Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 2. pp(dp) almost surely, we have 
lim J, = f/2. 
ProoJ Denote 
4g) = d(g, e) 
P,(7) = QL(7)). 
We shall describe the law of p,(z) through the comparison of stochastic 
dzfferential equations (see [ 151). Denote 
IIW = 1, du = n/u + cp(g), 
where I= dim(g), and where cp < 0, q(e) = 0, cp smooth on a neighborhood 
of e. 
By It& calculus 
where B(7) is an abstract Brownian. Consider the following Bessel process: 
There exists a constant c and z. > 0 such that 
0 > cpk) > -au(g), u(g) G ro. 
Define the stopping time 
T(x)=ilff {p:(z)=r,}; 
now consider the process 
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then we have 
P,(T) 2 P;(z), o<z< T(x). 
Denote by xkr k E [ 1,2”] 2” independent copies of the Brownian 
motion. Define 
k 
J, =I CP.3 -v2. 
k 
Then, granted Wiener theory on R’ [14] 
lim J,’ = 1 almost surely. 
n-+‘x 
Consider the Girsanov-type functional 
then we have for any functional F 
W(P + ) r+ ) = -W’(v ~ 1). 
Therefore the almost sure property (i) implies (ii) 
lim J; = + a.s. 
n-tm 
Finally 
P(J,<J,)< F P(T(x,)<2~“)=2”P(T(x)<2~“). 
k=l 
(i) 
(ii) 
The Bessel process p: can be interpreted as the radial motion of the 
Brownian motion (b’ . . . b’) in R’; T(x) is the exit time of the ball of radius 
ro. Denote 
A(b)=inf 6(r)=? . 
z 1 1 
Then r < n(b,), k E [l, 11, implies z < T(x), 
P( T(x) < 2-“) d IP(A(b) -c 2-n) =exp( -cZ”) with c ~0. 
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Borel-Cantelli proves Theorem 2 granted the convergence of the follow- 
ing series: 
C 2” exp( -c2”) < +a~. 
n 
Remark. The same proof, with minor modification, will prove the 
Wiener result for any compact Riemannian manifold, without any 
hypothesis on the sign of the curvature. 
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